The Shasta Springs album was acquired from Constance Condit.

Biography
Mary McLean Olney was born in Oakland in 1873. She graduated from the University of California in 1895 with majors in English and Latin. After a brief period of teaching at Stanford University, she became the first dean of women at Pomona College, and later was made a trustee at Pomona. She was a member of the National Board of the YWCA, the Berkeley Town and Gown Club, San Francisco's Town and Country Club, and many other civic organizations.

Her husband was Warren Olney Jr., a former president of the University of California Alumni Association and legal counsel for the Board of Regents. The couple had two sons and one daughter. At her death in 1965 at the age of 92, she was remembered as one of the Berkeley community's most active citizens in civic affairs.

(Source: "Mary McLean Olney: Taken by Death at 92," The Berkeley Gazette. August 14, 1965.)

Scope and Content
This collection consists of an album of 90 photographic prints of Mount Shasta and vicinity, taken in July and August, 1899. The photographer is probably Mary McLean Olney. Included are images of Mount Shasta and vicinity (including Castle Crags and McCloud), waterfalls (many of Mossbrae Falls), camping, a train, and the lumber mill at McCloud. Captions handwritten below the photographs are reprinted in the container listing.
From Sisson Tavern BANC PIC 1991.036:36--ALB

Up the Mountain BANC PIC 1991.036:37--ALB

On top BANC PIC 1991.036:38--ALB

[Man on top of the mountain] BANC PIC 1991.036:39--ALB

[Man on the side of the mountain] BANC PIC 1991.036:40--ALB

The View BANC PIC 1991.036:41--ALB

Shasta from McCloud BANC PIC 1991.036:42--ALB

At McCloud

At McCloud BANC PIC 1991.036:43--ALB
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The Mill BANC PIC 1991.036:48--ALB


The Mill BANC PIC 1991.036:50--ALB
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Log-wheel BANC PIC 1991.036:52--ALB


Waiting for the Stage BANC PIC 1991.036:54--ALB

Falls of the McCloud BANC PIC 1991.036:55--ALB

Falls
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Middle Falls
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Falls
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McCloud Forest
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McCloud Forest BANC PIC 1991.036:70--ALB

McCloud River BANC PIC 1991.036:71--ALB

Camping BANC PIC 1991.036:72--ALB

Camping BANC PIC 1991.036:73--ALB

The Wheelers BANC PIC 1991.036:74--ALB

Back from Fowler's BANC PIC 1991.036:75--ALB

Black Butte BANC PIC 1991.036:76--ALB

Ready to start BANC PIC 1991.036:77--ALB

Shasta from Panther Creek BANC PIC 1991.036:78--ALB

Shasta from under Red Butte BANC PIC 1991.036:79--ALB


Mountain Hemlocks & White Bark Pines BANC PIC 1991.036:81--ALB

Shasta, showing Mud Creek Glacier BANC PIC 1991.036:82--ALB

Mud Creek Canon BANC PIC 1991.036:83--ALB

Mountain Hemlocks

Mountain Hemlocks BANC PIC 1991.036:84--ALB

Mountain Hemlocks BANC PIC 1991.036:85--ALB
Up the Sacramento BANC PIC 1991.036:86--ALB  ark:/13030/tf0d5nb0k6
The Grade below Mott BANC PIC 1991.036:87--ALB  ark:/13030/tf0779n7p2
Retrospect BANC PIC 1991.036:88--ALB  ark:/13030/tf7f59p2rm
[Mountain spring] BANC PIC 1991.036:89--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3p30065g
[River] BANC PIC 1991.036:90--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3n39n9jh